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of the sources on which he drew, and of the extent to which he is used by
subsequent chroniclers. Dr. Hagenmeyer describes fifteen manuscripts,
eight of'the first and seven of the second recension. Two manuscripts of the
fisst recension belong to the British Museum. Of the second recension the
Cambridge University Library possesses a copy which breaks off at the
end of the year 1120, and may have been copied in Pulcher's lifetime.

One of the problems to which Dr. Hagenmeyer has devoted special
attention is that of distinguishing between the successive strata of Fulcher's
work and determining the dates at which they were composed. He thinks
that Fulcher began to write, and made "considerable progress, in the year
1101, immediately after settling at Jerusalem. This is probable enough,
though the hypothesis is hardly strengthened by an argument to the effect
that Fulcher would not have blamed Stephen of Blois for leaving the siege
of Antioch * if, at the time of writing, he had known of Stephen'a second
pilgrimage and glorious death (1102). The weakness of the argument is
shown by the fact that Fulcher did not alter his verdict when he wrote
his second recension, long after Stephen's death. There is better reason
for thinking that Fulcher completed his original draft in the year 1105,
and had then no intention of proceeding further. For at this point he
delivers a valedictory address to his readers, apologising for the defects
of his style ; * and the text of the Historia which Guibert of Nogent used
certainly broke off at this point. Fulcher's account of the years 1106-8 8 is
short and perfunctory, as though it had been written some time after the
events described. But the years 1109-13 * are fully treated, like the first
five years of Baldwin I, and we seem to be dealing once more with a strictly
contemporaneous narrative.. After 1113 it would seem that Fulcher
resumed his task spasmodically, at intervals of a few years. No wonder
that a history so compiled should be conspicuously formless. The literary
craft of the author did not ascend beyond the selection of epithets and
the rounding of periods. He made a hit because he wrote of events which
were fresh in his memory or in the memories of his friends, and because
he had a knack of vivid description. His ability was not much more
considerable than his technique. Unversed in war and statesmanship, he
shows no real grasp of a political situation or a plan of campaign; and,
if he was a judge of character, which seems doubtful, he was too timid to
express IUR opinioas frankly. H. W. C. DAVIS.

The Baronial Opposition to Edward II, its Character and Policy. By
JAM£S CONWAY DAVIES. (Cambridge : University Press, 1918.)

THE reign of Edward II has attracted a good deal of attention in recent
years. Mr. Davies suffers somewhat from the fact that he had already
begun hiR work and got some way into it before Professor Tout's Place of
Edward II in English History was published. The consequence of this
is that the main thesis of the Baronial Opposition, the impotence of the
opposition to control the machinery of government, had already been
enforced in the first few pages of the earlier work. Mr. Davies attacks
the subject on somewhat different lines, and has made more use of the

1 I, c. 10. » II, c 34. • n , cc. 35-9. * II, cc 40-1.
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memoranda rolls of the. exchequer, and of the miscellaneous records of
the reign such as Ancient Correspondence and Ancient Petitions, and less
use of the Enrolled Accounts. He thus, supplements the orderly lists
of officers given by Mr. Tout with a vast quantity of miscellaneous
material, of which he makes excellent use.

Not the least valuable part of the work is the Appendix of 130
documents arranged according to the classes in which they are to be found
in the Public Record Office. Not all of these are germane to the problem
with which Mr. Davies is dealing. It is, for instance, difficult to find, out
what point is illustrated by no. 110, a letter from the earl of Pembroke
to one of his clerks assigning part of the rent of one of his estates in Guienne
for the payment of a debt. The form in which these documents appear
is not completely satisfactory. No dates are given. This is comparatively
unimportant when the documents, e. g. Privy Seals, bear their own date,
but in many cases a date could have been assigned without, difficulty-.
From the neglect of this measure Mr. Davies has missed an opportunity
of bringing together the letter (no. 62) in which Edward II lays before
the council the reply of Thomas of Lancaster to his requests for help
against the Scots in the autumn of .1315, and the reply itself (no. 101)
which was presumably an enclosure to the letter. The former is now
a ' Chancery Warrant', while the latter is ' Ancient Correspondence ', but
a comparison of the two leaves little doubt that they belong to each other;
and the futility of Thomas as a ruler is apparent when the date of this letter
.is considered. Furthermore, the transcription is occasionally faulty,
whether owing to printers' errors or to a well-meant attempt to reproduce
the exact spelling and punctuation of the documents'. The vicissitudes
of the public records during the war prevented Mr. Daviea from revising
.the proofs of these transcripts with the originals. In the circumstances
a bold handling of the text would have been a smaller evil than the admis-
sion of apparently impossible forms of words, e. g. ' key' for' ley * (no. 14)-,
' deserm' for ' deserui' (23), ' lestrouet' for ' lescrouet' (24), ' pronours f

for ' prouours ' (93), Ac..
The table of materials used shows that Mr. Davies has not missed

any important sources, although he does not mention Lord Harlech's
'Letter Book of Richard de Bury'described, in the Fourth Report of the
Historical MSS. Commission, which he. would have found useful as illus-
trating the working of the Privy Seals. It is a pity that he contents himself
with quoting the press-marks of the manuscripts consulted without specifying
their nature. It is easier to estimate the value of a reference if we know
whether the manuscript is e.g. an original wardrobe book, a copy of
a chronicle, or a legal miscellany. Some of the records used are. also
insufficiently described.

It is more difficult to make a fair, estimate of the book itself. I t rests
on a large body of research, particularly -among original documents, and
there is a great deal in it which is both new and true.. Furthermore, the
point that the barons had no effective mode of controlling the administra-
tion is proved- beyond contradiction. The method of argument is to
describe the working of the household and the means open to the king
to influence the executive machine; showing incidentally that this
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influence was constant, while the efforts of the barons could, from the nature
of things, only be spasmodic. Mr. Da vies then shows in detail how this
influence affected the working of the chancery and exchequer, the council
and parliament. He then examines the various projects for reform and
estimates the total success which they attained, pointing out that this
success could only be won with the king's co-operation. The weakness of the
book is the ambiguity which resides in the word ' king', since it is impossible
to distinguish between the acts of the king as a person, and the ' Crown',
which was from time to time merely the mouthpiece of the party whioh
for the moment found itself able to speak with the royal authority; and
Mr. Davies has not at all times been able to escape from this confusion.
Some of the acts which he quotes as the ' king's ' were done under duress,
some were not, and the argument frequently fails in clearness from the
impossibility of drawing the line between them- The truth seems to be
that political organization had not reached the point at which the provision
of constitutional checks is possible. Except in matters of justice (and
sometimes even there), a royal order was not invalidated by irregularity
of procedure. This conclusion will not surprise any one who has studied
the nature and history of the expedients by which parliament has secured
at least nominal control of the national expenditure.

The surveys of the administrative system on which Mr. Davies bases
his conclusions are, next to the collection of printed documents, the most
useful part of the book. They are a mine of information ; and any one
who is studying any part of the system will do well to read the section
which concerns him and to verify the references before embarking on
original research. But the field covered is so wide, and the original material
used is so various, that the author has narrowly escaped being smothered
by his fiches, like the savant in M. Anatole France's lie dea Pingouint.
The criticism is applicable to all books based on the method popularly
supposed to be advocated by Messrs. Langbois and Seignobos. One or
two instances of the failings of this system may be extracted from the
work under review, with the caveat that no ' superfluity of naughtiness'
is imputed to the author. Thus, for a quotation from ' Britton ', the
manuscript at Corpus Christi College, Cambridge, is vouched, though
it differs in no essential from Nichols's text and the author does not
mention that he is quoting Britton. Again, we are informed that (p. 235)
' Lieges in chancery were sometimes ordered to inquire into the truth of
statements made in petitions, but this was only after the petition had been
considered by the council '. The first thing suggested by this statement
is that somebody has misprinted or misread a manuscript (since ' Lieges
in Chancery' are unknown to the text-books). So we proceed to verify the
reference (iii. 136) to Bain's Calendar of Documents relating to Scotland.
Here, indeed, we find the same words, equally unexplained, with a refer-
ence to a ' Parliamentary Petition '. Fortunately, the document in ques-
tion is printed in the Rotuli Porliameniorum (i. 422), and there we find the
indorsement of the petition printed in full, viz. Assignentur fideles in can-
ceUaria, &c., i.e. a special commission was to issue and report to the
council—quite a normal proceeding. This is not the only case where
stress is laid on insufficiently tested material. Thus (p. 134) it is stated
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that privy seals ' were delivered and payment to the messengers made
in the Exchequer'. It is presumed that no allusion is intended to cases
where the wardrobe, as it usually did, paid its own messengers by assign-
ments on the exchequer of receipt, since these cases ought to appear
in the wardrobe books. On verifying the reference to the issue roll
(172, n. 9) it appears that in the term in question four writs addressed to
earls were on a particular occasion issued to and delivered by the usher of
the exchequer, who received 3s. 6d. for his trouble. Here the fact is correct,
the implication misleading. In another place_(pp. 403-4) we read that in
1315 ' Lady de Vescy had apparently ceased to be a source of annoyance
or danger, though an excess of an extent held by her was to be resumed'.
It would be difficult for the reader to guess that the Calendar of Fine Rolls
(p. 242) which is cited contains a remission to the lady of an annual sum in
excess of the extent of certain manors. What appears to have happened is
that Lady de Vescy ceded Bamborough Castle to the king for an equivalent
>n lands elsewhere and that the valuation of these lands was higher than that
of Bamborough, so that she was liable for the difference between the values
at the exchequer, and that this annual adjusting payment was now remitted.

It is more important to visualize the normal procedure by induction
from a large body of continuous practice than to accumulate details
without establishing whether or not they fairly represent what actually
happened in ordinary cases, and the risk of falling into this trap is greatly
augmented by the practice of making and sorting reference slips
without thorough revision of the material as a whole. Much modern
historical work, English, French, German, and especially American, is
injured by this defect in method, and it must not be supposed that the
book under review is at all exceptional in this matter, although the author,
for reasons entirely honourable to him, has had less opportunity than earlier
writers to smooth over the minor irregularities which lay him open to
attack. It if? only fair to say that the investigation of many seeming
inaccuracies has shown that the statements made by Mr. Davies were
sufficiently supported by the authorities vouched, and that the cases
quoted are not to be regarded as typical. We may fairly hope that so much
energy and industry, combined with a lively interest in administrative
processes, may some day give us a work equal in importance to Madox's
History of the Exchequer. CHARLES JOHNSON.

Year Books of Edward II. Vol. xv: 6 and 7 Edward II, 1313. Edited by
W. C. BOLLAND. The Selden Society. (London : Quaritch, 1918.)

UNLIKE many other publishing societies, the Selden Society has not stopped
altogether by reason of the war, though its volumes appear tardily and at
irregular intervals. Already vol. xi of the Year Book Series appeared
as the subscribers' quota for 1915, while vols. ix and x are still ' in course
of preparation '. And now vol. xv is put before the public when vol. xiii,
promised for 1917, is still ' in the press ' and we are not specifically told
that vol. xiv is even ' in preparation '.

In the present issue Mr. Bolland worthily carries on the great edition
of the Year Books which F. W. Maitland began with such remarkable
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